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Abstract

While mysterious, humor likely hinges on an

interplay of entities, their relationships, and

cultural connotations. Motivated by the im-

portance of context in humor, we consider

methods for constructing and leveraging con-

textual representations in generating humor-

ous text. Specifically, we study the capacity

of transformer-based architectures to generate

funny satirical headlines, and show that both

language models and summarization models

can be fine-tuned to regularly generate head-

lines that people find funny. Furthermore, we

find that summarization models uniquely sup-

port satire-generation by enabling the genera-

tion of topical humorous text. Outside of our

formal study, we note that headlines generated

by our model were accepted via a competi-

tive process into a satirical newspaper, and one

headline was ranked as high or better than 73%
of human submissions. As part of our work,

we contribute a dataset of over 15K satirical

headlines paired with ranked contextual infor-

mation from news articles and Wikipedia.

1 Introduction

Despite long-term interest in the foundations of hu-

mor, work to date in the NLP community on humor-

ous text has largely relied on surface-level features

(e.g., puns). We study employing richer contextual

representations to generate satirical news headlines,

which necessitate a balance between funniness and

topicality. While our particular focus is humor, our

methods are broadly applicable to tasks that require

reasoning over textual knowledge.

Consider the following satirical headline from

The Onion (TheOnion.com):

TC Energy Says Keystone Pipeline Failed Due To
Protestors Making It Lose Confidence In Itself

In addition to knowing the connection between fail-

ure and self-confidence, processing the humor of

this headline presupposes knowing (or inferring):

1. TC Energy Oversaw the Keystone XL

Pipeline.

2. The Keystone XL pipeline failed amid

protests.

Thus, satirical news requires an appreciation of a

real-world, non-funny context.

Existing literature on the psychology of humor

emphasizes the role of complex representations

and relationships (Morreall, 2016; Martin, 2010;

Attardo, 2001; Raskin, 1985; Attardo, 2014). Psy-

chologists have offered multiple theories of humor.

According to “Superiority Theory,” jokes hinge on

the power-relations between entities, while “Re-

lief Theory” ventures that humor releases conflict

between desires and inhibitions. “Incongruity The-

ory” sees humor as emerging from low-probability

juxtapositions between objects and events.

Regardless of the theoretical framework, mov-

ing from surface-level features to a deeper analysis

of humor requires an implicit calculus of entities,

their relationships, and even cultural connotations.

Recent NLP and NLG research has sought to ap-

ply psychological hypotheses to understand and

generate humorous text. J.T. Kao (2016) applied

the incongruity framework to analyze and predict

the funniness of puns, and found that puns rated

funnier tended to be more ambiguous. Building

on the aforementioned work, Yu et al. (2018) ap-

plied neural models to pun generation, and He et al.

(2019) found that puns could be procedurally cre-

ated by inserting low-probability (as determined

by a language model) homophones into non-funny

sentences.

Other related work has established style-transfer

and translation approaches for sarcasm generation.

For example, Mishra et al. (2019) introduced a

pipeline for converting an input sentence to a sar-

castic form by neutralizing its sentiment, translat-

ing it into strong positive sentiment, and then com-

bining it with a negative event. This pairing creates
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Figure 1: Pipeline for retrieving real-world textual context for a satirical headline. The extracted context is com-

bined into a synthetic document, which is used as the input to a pretrained abstractive summarization model. The

pipeline extracts named entities from the lede of the satirical article. These named entities are queried on Wikipedia

and CNN. The results are then ranked by comparing their similarity to the original article across several metrics.

We task the model with decoding the original satirical headline.

an incongruity between the underling event and

sentiment expressed in the sentence. In contrast

to pun wordplay or sarcasm, satirical headlines re-

quire a significantly richer context. Therefore, we

explore satirical headlines as a testbed for humor

generation that leverages richer contextual features.

Recent work in satire has explored the curation

of corpora mapping from non-satirical to satirical

forms. West and Horvitz (2019) built a corpus

of unfunny headlines via a game that asks crowd-

workers to make minimal edits that render satiri-

cal headlines unfunny and then analyzed structural

differences between matched pairs of serious and

satirical headlines. Taking an alternative approach,

Hossain et al. (2019) introduced a corpus of news

headlines with one-word edits While both of the

aforementioned research efforts make inroads into

understanding the rules underlying satire, both of

the collected datasets are relatively small and cu-

rated. More importantly, both datasets do not con-

sider the broader context that forms the basis of the

joke.

Beyond puns and sarcasm, there has been little

research on the generation of humorous text. No-

table exceptions include Alnajjar and Hämäläinen

(2018), who apply evolutionary algorithms and a

master-apprentice approach to transform English

movie titles into “creative” titles related to Saudi

Arabia, and Winters et al. (2019) who automatically

extract schemas from ranked lists of one-liner jokes.

Rather than generation, the emphasis thus far has

been on humor classification and ranking. Work

by Shahaf et al. (2015) built classifiers to rank the

funniness of submissions to the New Yorker Maga-

zine caption contest, and Hossain et al. (2019) have

introduced a headline-editing evaluation task.

Raskin (2012) notes that both humor detection

and generation research have been hindered by “the

difficulty of accessing a context sensitive, com-

putationally based world model,” but that “such

difficulties are eliminated when the humor analy-

sis is done with a system capable of capturing the

semantics of text.” Our work follows the second

vein: we build on recent advances in contextual

embeddings and summarizing architectures to ex-

tract meaningful features from text, and leverage

them for conditional headline generation. We treat

the satire generation task as one of taking a real-

world text input, and generating a satirical headline

output.

We propose a novel approach (as detailed in Fig-

ure 1) wherein we first construct a dataset of real-

world context–satirical headline pairs in which the

context is constructed by procedurally retrieving

and ranking real-world stories, events and informa-

tion related to the entities that appear in the origi-

nal satirical headline. Then, we fine-tune BertSum,

a state-of-the-art abstractive summarization archi-

tecture pretrained on news corpora, to encode the

real-word context and generate the original satirical

headline.

Our contributions are as follows: (1) we intro-
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duce a novel approach for modeling satirical news

headlines as conditioned on a real-world context,

and an information retrieval pipeline for construct-

ing the real-world context for a given real satirical

headline; (2) we generate a dataset of more than

15K real-world context–satirical headline pairs for

conditional humor generation; (3) we formulate

satirical headline generation as an abstractive sum-

marization task, mapping from a real-world text

document to a humorous headline, and (4) we show

that both the language and summarization models

can be fine-tuned to generate headlines that people

find funny. We find that summarization models

best support satire generation by enabling humor-

ous text that is both coherent and topical.

The context-based model appears to capture as-

pects of a “humor transformation” that include

“edgy”/taboo topics and the satirical news register.

Additionally, our model appears to learn how to

mimic known principles of humor, including false-

analogy, and to use incongruous relationships be-

tween entities and ideas. We compare the context-

based approach to a context-free language model-

ing baseline. While the context-free approach can

produce funny results, we find that people rate the

context-based approach as generating funnier head-

lines. The context-based approach is also able to

generalize, and generate headlines for unseen news

contexts. Together, the results demonstrate that

summarization models, which provide rich textual

feature extraction, may offer important tools for

future work in computational humor.

In machine generation of humor, it is impor-

tant to control for the possibility that the humor is

emerging from amusing generation failures. Our

comparisons with non-satirical baselines evince

that, fortunately, annotators are laughing with our

model, not at it.

2 Our Approach

We now provide background on our methods.

2.1 Headline Representation

We model a satirical headline Si as a function of

an underlying latent joke Ji, which is, in turn, de-

pendent on real-word context Ci,

Si = HEADLINE(Ji), Ji = HUMOR(Ci).

The goal of satirical news generation is then to

map from context Ci to a satirical headline Si.

2.2 Retrieving Real World Context

Hossain et al. (2019) attribute the lack of progress

in computational humor research to “the scarcity

of public datasets.” In previous work, humans have

been an essential in the labeling of these corpora.

However, in the present work, we introduce an auto-

matic, scalable pipeline for recovering background

information for a satirical joke. We reconfigure

the problem of matching headlines to a context as

an unsupervised information retrieval task. The

flow of our pipeline is displayed in Figure 1. We

leverage the paradigm introduced by West and

Horvitz (2019) of translating from funny text (a

known satirical headline) to an unfunny related

document. However, we expand this mapping to

include a larger textual context.

In satirical headlines, the full “joke” may never

be explicitly stated. However, the first line in a satir-

ical article, referred to as the lede, contextualizes

the headline by providing a grammatical, extended

description and introducing named entities.

1. For a given satirical headline, we look up its

lede, the first sentence in the body of the orig-

inal satirical article.

2. We run the SpaCy Named Entity Recogni-

tion Tagger to extract named entities from the

lede (Honnibal and Montani, 2017).

3. We then query these named entities on the

news site CNN.com to retrieve contempora-

neous news content published the week that

the satirical article was written, along with

all paragraphs from those entities’ Wikipedia

entries.

The output of our pipeline (Figure 1) is a dictio-

nary that maps satirical headlines to a ranked list

of Wikipedia paragraphs and CNN news articles.

We then combine these results into an aggregate

text document to serve as fodder for training and

evaluating.

2.3 Building a Synthetic Document

To build our aggregate context document, we take

the first k sentences from the top n most relevant

ranked documents {d0, ..., dn−1}. This synthetic

document of retrieved entity text serves as the ap-

proximation of the real world context:

Ĉi = [d0; ...; dn−1] ≈ Ci.
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Once we have mapped every satirical headline to

a corresponding context, we then train our model

to approximate:

Ĉi �→ Si.

In other words, we train our summarization model

to encode the contextual representation, augment it

with pretrained embeddings, and then decode the

original satirical headline.

2.4 Datasets
We retrieve documents for 15199 satirical Onion

headlines.

To build our training and testing datasets, we

include the first four sentences from the top two

CNN articles and from the top three remaining

documents by rank. (This design biases our con-

textual document towards news content, when it is

available). We then trim these aggregate contexts,

which we refer to as synthetic documents, down

to approximately 512 tokens. We experimented

with several document-creation schemes, including

building a larger corpus by stochastically sampling

from the different text sources.

The resulting dataset comprises over document–

headline pairs. We employed human annotators

to confirm that our retrieved documents are regu-

larly relevant to the original satirical article. These

results are included in the Appendix (See A.1).

For our news-based context-free baseline model,

we used the roughly 10K real news headlines from

the Unfun.me corpus. As an additional baseline, we

trained the model on the 2758 unfunned-satirical

pairs provided in the corpus. Each satirical headline

had multiple “unfunned” candidates, so we ensured

that no such duplicates appeared in both the train

and test corpora.

We used an 85-15 train-test split for all satire

models.

2.5 Models
We leverage recent breakthroughs in document

summarization by employing the abstractive sum-

marization model introduced by Liu and Lapata

(2019)(Nallapati et al., 2016). The architecture is

state-of-the-art on the CNN-DailyMail Test.1 Their

architecture, BERTSum, augments BERT (Devlin

et al., 2018) (Bidirectional Encoder Representa-

tions from Transformers) with sentence embed-

dings to build document-level encodings. These

1https://paperswithcode.com/sota/
document-summarization-on-cnn-daily-mail

encoder embeddings are then fed to a Transformer

decoder (Vaswani et al., 2017). The BERTSum

encoder is then secondarily pretrained on an ex-

tractive summarization task before finally being

fine-tuned on an abstractive summarization task.

For our work, we fine-tuned a BERTSum model

pretrained for abstractive and extractive summa-

rization on 286K CNN and Daily Mail articles.

We settled on three main fine-tuning schemes,

which yielded three distinct context-based models.

For the Encoder-Weighted-Context (E-Context)

model, we trained the encoder and decoder with

learning rates of 0.002 and 0.02, respectively. For

the Abstractive-Context (A-Context) model, we

trained the network on contexts that had been pre-

processed by the pretrained abstractive summarizer.

For Decoder-Weighted-Context (D-Context), we

trained the decoder with a learning rate of 0.02, and

an encoder with learning rate 0.00002. For all mod-

els, we used batches of size 200, a warmup of 500,

and decayed the learning rate using the function

implemented by Liu and Lapata (2019).

We applied these varied schemes as a means

of exploring the relationship between learning a

new encoder representation and fine-tuning a new

‘satirical’ decoder atop the pretrained summariza-

tion encoder module. Additionally, we include the

abstractive approach to test the value of a more

concise document formulation.

For the context-free baselines, we fine-tuned

Hugging Face’s large GPT-2 model on the satir-

ical headlines in our corpus (Radford et al., 2019;

Wolf et al., 2019). We also fine-tuned the GPT-2
model on a corpus of 10K real news headlines from

the Unfun.me corpus.

3 Experimental Design

We tested our models by sampling headline genera-

tions and evaluating their quality via crowdsourc-

ing.

3.1 Satire Generation

We began by greedily generating headlines from

our baseline models: the GPT-2 context-free satire

model and the GPT-2 context-free news model.

Since language models only condition on the pre-

vious tokens in a sequence, generating diverse

outputs requires random sampling. However, we

found that common approaches (such as Top-k and

Top-p sampling) rapidly degraded headline quality.

Thus, from our validation set of 1955 satirical head-
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lines collected from The Onion, we extracted the

first two words from each headline, and used these

two words as prompts for greedy generation. For

the context-based modes, we generated headlines

by feeding in the synthetic documents from our test

set. In contrast to our language-model baselines,

our context-based model never sees any segment

of the original satirical headline.

3.2 Satire Generation Evaluation

We employed human annotators to evaluate the

performance of different models on the satire-

generation task. Workers on Amazon Mechanical

Turk answered three questions for every genera-

tion: (1) Is the headline coherent? (2) Does the

headline sound like The Onion? and (3) Is the

headline funny? To control for funniness induced

by incoherence, we instructed annotators to mark

all ‘incoherent’ headlines as not funny.

For each generated headline, we received three

unique annotations. To qualify, annotators must

have come from the United States, have had more

than 50 annotations approved in previous studies,

and have had an annotation approval rating higher

than 95%.

We had 750 headlines annotated for each model.

Labels were determined by majority agreement

(2/3+).

4 Results

This section describe the results of our evaluation.2

Table 1: Model Comparison

Model Coherence Onion Funny F | C

Onion (Gold) 99.5% 86.6% 38.2% 38.4%

Satire GPT-2 86.5% 57.7% 6.9% 7.9%

News GPT-2 89.2% 36.9% 2.4% 2.7%

D-Context 88.4% 58.8% 9.4% 10.4%

E-Context 80.2% 57.8% 8.7% 10.8%

A-Context 85.3% 54.9% 8.8 % 10.3%

2We excluded the model trained on the Unfun.me corpus,
as only 2.5% of its generations were rated as funny, and 64%
of generations were simply duplicates of the original input
context. The redundant generations likely resulted from the
small corpus size, and the significant word-overlap between
the ‘unfunned’ input and labels.

4.1 Quantitative Results

Table 2 contrasts the performance of the different

headline-generation techniques as rated by the an-

notators. Coherence, Onion and Funny columns

describe the majority vote among the three anno-

tators for the category. Column F |C contains the

probability of a headline being rated funny, given

that it is rated coherent. Because all funny an-

notations were also by default rated coherent, we

computed F |C by dividing the number of Funny

headlines by Coherent headlines.

We also collected annotations for original Onion

headlines, which we compared to the results for

each of our models. As expected, expert-generated

satirical headlines from The Onion perform best

on the Coherence, Onion and Funny metrics, as

well as F |C. In contrast, the news-based model

was judged as Coherent, but not rated well on the

humor-related metrics.

Importantly, the D-Context model achieved the

highest Funny rating among all models, followed

by the E-Context model. (The former had a Funny

score ∼ 4× that of the News GPT-2 baseline).

Additionally, the context-based models received

higher Funny scores than the Satire GPT-2 lan-

guage model (a 2% increase, approximately). This

delta is especially impressive given that the context-

free satirical language model was prompted with

the first two words of a true satirical headline.

These results support the claim that context-

based models more regularly produce funny gener-

ations than the context-free approaches. Addition-

ally, all satire-trained models substantially outper-

formed the News GPT-2 baseline, providing critical

evidence that the humor judgments are not simply

due to awkward machine-generated language, but

are a consequence of the fact that the models are

learning to generate coherent, humorous text.

While the D-Context was rated over 8% more co-

herent than the E-Context model, a smaller fraction

of the coherent generations are rated Funny. Our

examinations of these generations reveal that pri-

marily fine-tuning the decoder on satire may lead

to coherent, but more standardized generations that

are less conditioned on context. However, we mea-

sured the quantitative similarity of generations for

all context-based models to their input document

(See A.2), and found that all models produced gen-

erations that were as similar to their input document

as the original satirical headline.

We will now examine the patterns that character-
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ize these generations.

4.2 Qualitative Analysis

In our initial analyses of the characteristic behav-

iors of the models, we have observed a transforma-

tion from events referenced in the context into a

“newsy” register, the introduction of expressions of

uncertainty, sweeping generalizations, and incon-

gruous juxtapositions (see Figure 2).

The adoption of a newsy tone is readily ap-

parent; the model invents “studies” and “reports”

even when none are mentioned in the original con-

text. Additionally, common forms include “X an-

nounces/unveils Y ,” where X and Y are extracted

from the context, or are particularly polarizing

topics from The Onion corpus, like “abortion” or

“sex.”

The model also refers to general entities often

referenced by Onion writers. These include com-

mon satirical terms for everyday people, like ‘area

man.’ When the model employs these characters, it

tends to decode out more observational headlines,

like area man just wants to know what he ’s do-
ing, that are less related to the given context. Our

Decoder-Weighted-Model exhibited this behavior

more often.

The context-based generations also introduce ap-

parent “incongruities” in a variety of ways. For

example, the models catch the satirical news trick

of juxtaposing a ‘study’ with an unscientific remark.

For example: study finds americans should be more
obese by now. Another, most obvious example of

incongruity is the mention of absurd, yet contex-

tually relevant events (e.g. study finds majority of
americans still in oil spill).

However, the most fascinating cases are when

the reality articulated in the input context is in-

verted. For example, god admits he’s not the cre-
ator when the context very much states that He is.

Similarly, in Figure 2, we see scientists discover
that oil spills caused by natural causes, when the

context argues quite the opposite. This juxtaposi-

tion works as a humorous construction and suggests

that the model has latched onto something like a

general principle.

We submitted these two generated headlines,

along with others, to the Brown Noser1, Brown

University’s campus satirical newspaper:

• God Unveils New Line of Sex

1http://thenoser.com/

• U.S. Asks Pugs If they Can Do Anything

Staff writers rated the latter as high as or better

than 73% of writer submissions. Both were ac-

cepted for publication and express several aspects

of observed humor transformation captured by our

context-based models. The first juxtaposes newsy

language (for example, Unveils, New line of, U.S.)

with incongruous entities like ‘God’ and ‘Sex.’ The

second relates pugs to U.S. governmental affairs.

The latter article was published with an accompa-

nying article written by a human satirical writer

(See A.3).

4.3 Sensitivity Analysis

The latent space of Transformer-based archi-

tectures is fundamentally difficult to analyze.

However, our summarization approach gives us the

ability to probe the relationship between context

and output: We can perturb the input context and

examine the resulting change to the decoding

headline. Thus far, we have observed that our

model is less sensitive to changes to the context

in the form of adjectives or negations than it is to

changes in the entities. Additionally, key terms

in the context can activate certain headlines. For

example, mentions of the Royal family tend to

prompt the same original headline: Royal baby
born in captivity. However, in other instances,

the entire tone of the resulting headline can be

changed by single verb substitution. For example:

“harriet hall of science based medicine reviewed

the film in an article entitled ‘ does the movie fed

up make sense ? ’ . the film [makes/disputes]

the claim that drinking one soda a day will in-

crease a child’s chance of becoming obese by 60

%”

1. makes: study finds americans should be

more obese by now

2. disputes: study finds average american has

no idea how to get overweight

In both cases, the model introduced a fictional

study. However, the latter appears to capture the

uncertainty around the disputed claim that one can

become obese by drinking a soda. Future work

is necessary to explore the relationship between

context and output.
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Input: a creator deity or creator god [ often called the creator ] is a deity or god responsible for the

creation of the earth , world , and universe in human religion and mythology . in monotheism , the

single god is often also the creator . a number of monolatristic traditions separate a secondary creator

from a primary transcendent being , identified as a primary creator...

E-Context: god ’s name a big hit / god admits he ’s not the creator

D-Context: god ’s god calls for greater understanding of all the things

A-Context: god admits he ’s not a good person

Onion: Biologists Confirm God Evolved From Chimpanzee Deity

GPT-2 Satire: biologists confirm

GPT-2 News: biologists confirm human ancestor

Input: the jet propulsion laboratory is a federally funded research and development center and nasa

field center...on 26 november 2011 , nasa’s mars science laboratory mission was successfully launched

for mars ... the rover is currently helping to determine whether mars could ever have supported life ,

and search for evidence of past or present life on mars ...

E-Context: nasa announces plan to put down mars / nasa announces plan to hunt mars

D-Context: nasa launches new mission to find out what life is doing

A-Context: mars scientists successfully successfully successfully successfully

Onion: Coke-Sponsored Rover Finds Evidence Of Dasani On Mars

GPT-2 Satire: coke - a little too much

GPT-2 News: coke - the new ’dancing with the stars’

Input: the boston globe called for a nationwide refutation of trump’s ’dirty war’ against the news media,

with the hashtag enemy of none. more than 300 news outlets joined the campaign. the new york times

called trump’s attacks ’dangerous to the lifeblood of democracy...

E-Context: trump vows to destroy all his words / trump: ’ i ’m not the best guy in the world ’

D-Context: trump vows to destroy all the things he ’s doing

A-Context: trump : ‘ we ’re not going to let people know what it is ’

Onion: Trump’s Attacks On The Press

GPT-2 Satire: trump’sick and tired of hearing’ trump say

GPT-2 News: trump’sick of being in the middle of a fight’

Input: a 2014 study of the effects of the oil spill on bluefin tuna funded by national oceanic and

atmospheric administration...found that tuna and amberjack that were exposed to oil from the spill

developed deformities of the heart and other organs that would be expected to be fatal or at least

life-shortening . the scientists said that their findings would most likely apply to other large predator

fish and even to humans.. bp was guilty of gross negligence and willful misconduct . he described bp’s

actions as ’reckless ...

E-Context: study finds majority of americans still in oil spill

/ study finds majority of tuna spills now in danger of human suffering

D-Context: scientists discover that oil spills caused by natural causes

A-Context: report : bluefin fish may have been killed by fish

Onion: Shrimp Boat Captain Worn Out From Long Day Of Putting Human Face On Crisis

GPT-2 Satire: shrimp boat to be built in new york

GPT-2 News: shrimp boat sinks in gulf

Figure 2: A sample of documents (abbreviated) and resulting generations. These generations incorporate entities

from the context while maintaining Onion-like language. This includes irreverent, observational tone, and the

addition of frequently Onion corpus terms like “study” and “announces.” We also observed that generations could

invert facts expressed within the context (e.g. God admitting he is not the creator, or oil spills result from natural
causes). We observe the decoder-weighted model resorting to more casual, repetitive language (e.g. “all the
things...”).
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4.4 Topical Generation for News Stories
We can apply our model to novel news stories.

While all of our training headlines were collected

before COVID-19 was declared a pandemic in

March 2020, our model shows an ability to general-

ize to pandemic-related news stories and generate

topical headlines (Figure 3). We preprocessed the

beginning of CNN articles from April 2020 with

the pretrained BERTsum model to generate con-

cise abstracts, and then input these summaries into

our networks. Our models appear to condition on

these new contexts and generate related satirical

headlines.

Input: president donald trump doubled down on

an unproven therapy for the novel coronavirus .

without citing evidence , he said it’s a ”great ”

and ”powerful” anti-malaria drug ” . trump said

it ’ s

• trump doubles down on prescription drug

that can cause coronavirus

Input: questions over whether downing street

was fully transparent about the prime minister’s

health . but important issues risk overshadowing

the true picture of the uk’s struggle against coro-

navirus . the uk is on a similar, grim trajectory as

the uk is

• nation ’s love of coronavirus now a little

more complex

Input: president donald trump announced tues-

day he is halting funding to the world health

organization while a review is conducted . trump

said the review would cover the ” role in severely

mismanaging and covering up the spread of coro-

navirus ” . trump has sought to assign blame

elsewhere , including at the who and in the news

media

• world health organization unveils new “ ’

plan to cover up coronavirus

Figure 3: We preprocessed CNN articles from April

using the pretrained abstractive summarization model

provided by Liu and Lapata (2019). Our approach ap-

pears to generalize to these novel news contexts.

The resulting generations incorporate named en-

tities from the context, and embed them in a hu-

morous generation.

5 Future Work

We intend to further investigate the latent and em-

bedding spaces of our model, and hope to better

elucidate the neural-logic that transposes everyday

events into humorous language.

Additionally, our context-driven approach allows

us to examine the relationship between real-world,

input events, and the resulting satirical output. We

plan to continue probing this relationship, and to re-

fine our understanding of the processes underlying

our generations, and how their relationship to real-

world events can be interpreted within proposed

theories of humor, including the Script-Based Se-

mantic Theory of Humor (See A.4).

While we treat document retrieval as a prepos-

sessing step, we can also explore including retrieval

in end-to-end training, as employed by Guu et al.

(2020).

Lastly, we are fascinated by the potential for

leveraging other text-based contextual representa-

tions, ranging from alternative types of document

and longer-form text, to graph-encoded representa-

tions of events and entities. These approaches can

provide alternative blends of depth, concision, and

structure.

6 Conclusion

We introduced a methodology and formalization for

modeling satirical news headlines as conditioned

on a real-world context, and presented an informa-

tion retrieval pipeline for constructing that context.

We found that pretrained abstractive summariza-

tion models provide powerful feature extractors

atop these rich contextual representations. Con-

ditioning on such contextual documents enabled

the generation of topical satire that people deter-

mined to be funnier than headlines generated via

context-free methods. Additionally, we discovered

that the approach generalizes to new topics and

circumstances.

Moving beyond the focus on generating satir-

ical headlines, we believe that variations of our

approach are broadly applicable to tasks ranging

from information retrieval and dialogue to reading

comprehension. Our work provides further evi-

dence that neural architectures, augmented with

task-relevant contextual information, have the po-

tential to reason about sub-textual concepts, includ-

ing the subtleties of humor.
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A Appendices

A.1 Dataset Evaluation
We employed 62 annotators via Amazon Mechan-

ical Turk to evaluate the relevance of a sample of

our retrieved documents to the original satirical ar-

ticles. Annotators must (1) have come from the

United States, (2) have had more than 50 annota-

tions approved in previous studies, and (3) have an

annotation approval rating higher than 95%. We

evaluated the retrieved documents for 1500 of the

satirical headlines. For each article, we present

three different annotators with the satirical head-

line, lede and the top five retrieved documents from

our ranker, each trimmed to contain only the title

and the first three sentences of content. We asked

annotators to evaluate how “relevant” each context

document is relative to the satirical article, with

relevant being defined as either (1) the context doc-

ument covering the event discussed by the satirical

article, or (2) the context document provides useful

context to understand the satirical article. Table 2

Table 2: Top 5 Retrieved Document Relevance

Consensus Top 1 Top 2 Top 3 Top 4 Top 5

≥ 1 86.7% 96.3% 97.7% 98.5% 99.0%

Majority 48.3% 61.5% 69.1% 74.5% 80.7%

describes the result of the evaluation. The first row

indicates the percentage of all headlines where at

least one annotator considered one of the top n re-

trieved documents to be relevant. The second gives

the fraction of headlines where 2/3+ annotators

agreed that at least one of the top n retrieved docu-

ments was relevant to the original satirical article.

For approximately 80% of the headlines, a ma-

jority of annotators deemed at least one of the top

five retrieved documents to be relevant. For 99% of

headlines, at least one annotator believed that one

of the top five retrieved documents were relevant.

These results indicate our automatic pipeline sys-

tematically retrieves relevant articles. We believe

that we could further improve retrieval accuracy

via (1) filtering out satirical headlines less likely to

have contextual information (e.g. “Nervous New

Driver Going To Stick To Sidewalks Until He’s

More Confident”), (2) human labeling of the cor-

pus, and/or (3) training a reranker with human la-

bels on a subset of the corpus.

A.2 Generation Relevance to Context

To evaluate the extent to which our generations

incorporate the input context, we performed quanti-

tative evaluations of similarity. For each contextual

model, we computed the Jaccard index between

each headline in the test set and its corresponding

input context. We then normalized these scores by

the average Jaccard index between that headline

and every context. This metric captures similar-

ity to the specific context, relative to an arbitrary

context.

Table 3: Generation-to-Context Similarity

Model Normalized Jaccard (Avg.)

Onion 5.0

Summarizer 9.9

D-Context 6.2

E-Context 6.7

A-Context 6.0

Table 3 contains the generation-to-context sim-

ilarity score for each model. These values were

computed by tokenizing the headline and input,

stemming tokens, and filtering out stopwords.

Critically, we see that all models receive scores

significantly greater than 1. This result indicates

that the headlines are substantially more similar

to their input context than to an arbitrary one.

As expected, the pretrained summarization model

(with no satirical fine-tuning) receives the highest

generation-to-content similarity score. Addition-

ally, D-Context, which has an attenuated encoder

learning rate, is less contextually relevant than E-

Context.
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However, most notably, all models produce gen-

erations that are more relevant to the input context

than to the original satirical headline. These quan-

titative evaluations reveal that our architecture’s

generations are not only funny, but apt.

A.3 Satirical Newspaper Publication
After our headlines were accepted into the Brown

Noser’s April 2020 issue, Jacob Lockwood, an un-

dergraduate satirical writer, volunteered to write an

accompanying article (See Figure 4). We are en-

thusiastic about the potential for future AI–Human

satirical collaborations.

Figure 4: A satirical headline generated by our model

was published in the Brown Noser Satirical Newspaper,

and accompanied by an article written by a human satir-

ical writer. The article can be found here.

.

A.4 The Script-Based Semantic Theory of
Humor

The Script-Based Semantic Theory of Humor

(SSTH) (Raskin, 1985) provides a framework for

interpreting our model’s output. According to

SSTH, for a text to be “funny” it must satisfy the

following conditions:

1. The text is compatible, fully or in part, with

two different scripts.

2. The two scripts with which the text is compat-

ible are opposite in a special sense (Raskin,

1985).

Many of our generations exhibit these properties.

For example, consider the generated headline from

Figure 2:

God Admits He’s Not The Creator

Within this generation, there is at least one pos-

sible script opposition:

1. God as the divine creator (as described in the

context).

which opposes the script:

2. A person making an admission to the media.

These opposing scripts are related via the logical

mechanism of false-analogy: God is a famous en-

tity, and thus likely to appear in the news, but God

is also a deity, not a person, and is infallible (West

and Horvitz, 2019; Attardo and Raskin, 1991).

Consider another example generation:

Royal Baby Born in Captivity

With opposing scripts:

1. The royal baby is a human.

2. The baby is, like an animal, born into captiv-

ity.

These two scripts are again related through the

mechanism of false-analogy: The royal baby is a

baby, like an animal born in captivity. However,

the baby is human, making it unlikely to be born in

captivity.

It remains unclear whether our architecture is

explicitly modeling “opposing scripts” in its latent

space, or rather translating entities from the context

into headlines with Onion-style language. How-

ever, in either case, our approach is incorporating

contextual entities, using contextual information,

and generating text that imitates the properties of

humor.


